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Abstract-- PROXY RE-ENCRYPTION is a Intermediate Server that improves efficiency, reliability, economics. It Play importance role 

when Maintain sensitive information. Before that, major of stored information data’s, Encryption Key’s are managed by cloud provider, so it 

may be possible to hack the information. It is proposed that proxy—re-encryption technique , performs two level encryption before actual data 

store in cloud , for using this technique two server is needed one –local server, another -cloud server It proposes two Encryption key index 

level, privacy level. index key are managed by Cloud server because it is less secure, contains only searchable keywords, privacy key are 

managed by local server because it more secure only know data owner’s ,which contains all privacy information’s. Re-identification for more 

security is used here. A secure cloud computing based framework for big data information management in smart grids, which is called as 

―Smart-Frame.‖ The main idea of this framework is to build a hierarchical structure of cloud computing centers to provide different types of 

computing services for information management and big data analysis is been proposed. In addition to this structural framework, a security 

solution based on identity-based encryption, signature and proxy re-encryption to address critical security issues of the proposed framework is 

presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

PROXY RE-ENCRYPTION is a Intermediate Server that 
improves efficiency, reliability, economics. It Play 
importance role when Maintain sensitive information. Before 
that, major of stored information data’s, Encryption Key’s 
are managed by cloud provider, so May possible to hack that 
info. Proposed proxy re-encryption technique , it perform two 
level encryption before actual data store in cloud , for using 
this technique need two server one –local server another -
cloud server. propose two Encryption key index level, 
privacy level. index key are managed by Cloud server 
because it is less secure ,only contain searchable keywords , 
privacy key are managed by local server because it more 
secure only know data owner’s , Contain all privacy 
information’s. Use Re-identification for more security. 
Propose a secure cloud computing based framework for big 
data information management in smart grids, which is called 
as ―Smart-Frame.‖ The main idea of our framework is to 
build a hierarchical structure of cloud computing centers to 
provide different types of computing services for information 
management and big data analysis. In addition to this 
structural framework, present a security solution based on 
identity-based encryption, 2 signature and proxy re-
encryption to address critical security issues of the proposed 
framework 

II. FIGURES AND EXPLANATION 

A. Client Interface 

 In client interface develop interface page: In our project 
have two types of client Hospital and insurance companies 
for access patient data’s. For apply security service we 
implement two level encryption concept. And also create a 
android application for patient interface. This system 
maintains two type of patient information; in-patient and out-

patient. All Request must be Authenticated before go to 
patient database.  

B. First-level Encryption 

 In this Module it implements First level Encryption: once 
the patient registration process completed, that data’s are 
classified into two types: searchable keyword, personal. 
Searchable keywords are stored in single level encryption 
format, another, personal info are stored in double level 
encryption First level encryption key are keep by cloud 
service provider for search specific user.  

C. Second-Level Encryption: 

 Second level encryption key generate when user submit 
registration form, that keys are keep securely in network 
admin system. That system have one frontend layer (security 
layer) , using this layer user can set criteria for access our 
key. Criteria can any type(ip, uId, securitykey) , this system 
provide second-levelencryption key only satisfy request 
criteria. Linear congruential generator  

D. Token Generate 

 In this module we create a android application for 
outpatient access network server, from this application 
patient can register our information, get token before visit to 
hospital. This application using (GCM(Google cloud 
messaging ) for communication to network server , GCM is 
effective server because that used Xmpp protocol , which is 
light weight protocol so we can avoid battery drain . 

E. Prescription History: 

 In this module doctors can add prescription to patient, 
that information keep securely in cloud for security it used 
des algorithm ,The data encryption standard is a block cipher, 
meaning a cryptographic key and algorithm are applied to a 
block of data simultaneously rather than one bit at a time. To 
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encrypt a plaintext message, 3 des groups it into 64-bit blocks 
User can view prescription info from android application 

 

III. ALGORITHM 

A. TRIPLE DES  

The Triple Data Encryption Algorithm is a symmetric key 
block cipher. it used to apply the Data Encryption Standard 
(DES) for three times for each data block. Triple DES 
provides a relatively simple method of increasing the key size 
of DES to protect against such attacks,  

B. LINEAR CONGRUENTIAL GENERATOR:  

A linear congruential generator is an algorithm that yields 
a sequence of pseudo-randomized numbers calculated with a 
discontinuous piecewise linear equation. The method 
represents one of the oldest and best known pseudorandom 
number generator algorithms 

IV.  DESCRIPION OF PROJECT 

The environment of the proposed Re-dtPECK scheme for 
the EHR cloud system is presented. There are three types of 
entities: an information owner, users and a data center. The 
data owner wants to store his private EHR files on a third-
party database. He extracts keywords from the EHR files and 
encrypts those plaintext keywords into the secure searchable 
indices. The EHR files are encrypted to cipher text. Then, 
those information are outsourced to the data center. A data 
center consists of an EHR storage provider and a search 
server. The storage provider is responsible for storing data 
and search server performs search/add/delete operations 
according to users’ requests. A user generates a trapdoor to 
search the EHR files using his private key and sends it to the 
search servers. After receiving the request, the search servers 
interact with the EHR storage provider to find the matched 
files and returns those retrieved information to the user in an 
encrypted form. The timing enabled proxy encryption 
searchable encryption model is shown. In this model, the 
implementation of the time controlled function. The data 
owner acting as a delegator sends a list of delegation 
effective time periods for his delegates to the time server and 
the proxy server.. It indicates that the delegate Jim is 
authorized to issue queries and perform decryption operations 
on the encrypted data of the data owner. After receiving the 

list, the time server generates a time seal for each delegate, 
which is transmitted to individuals. The time seal is a 
trapdoor of an effective time period and concealed by the 
private key of the time server. In the re-encryption operation, 
the proxy server will encapsulate the effective time into the 
encrypted cipher text. In order to reduce computing cost, the 
proxy server will not encrypt the cipher text until they are 
accessed, which is so called lazy re-encryption mechanism 
.In the query phase, the data owner 4 can conduct ordinary 
search operations with his own private key. However, the 
delegate has to generate a keywords trapdoor with the help of 
the time seal. The cloud data server will not return the 
matched files unless the effective time encapsulated in the 
time seal accords with the time in the re-encrypted cipher 
text, which is different from traditional proxy re encryption 
SE schemes Two type of patient information; in-patient and 
out-patient is to be provided further. All Requests are to be 
authenticated before reaching patient’s database. privacy key 
are to be managed by local server because it is more secure 
only to the known data owner’s , that contains all privacy 
information. for Re-identification for more security. A 
android application for outpatient interface, using this 
application patient can register our information and also get 
token before go to hospital is to be developed. Patient can 
view the prescription information from the mobile 
application 
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